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Presentation Notes
[ED]Hi, and welcome to Autodesk University; I’m Edwin Robledo, and together with Kristen, we wanted to tell you about a new dimension to product design. A dimension that streamlines communication and collaboration of your next innovation, lowering design time and getting to market faster. No matter how simple the product, it will always consist of a team of engineers from different disciplines needing to access the design file in their specialty to probe, modify and adjust a final product. An excellent example is an ever-eternal gap between mechanical and electronic engineering. Will the PCB fit the enclosure; will the connector be exposed correctly? Will the component heights interfere with the enclosure? Do we have enough ventilation? Traditionally, you needed to find a file format that could be converted or exported for other engineers could use in their applications. This broken process is prone to errors since units and grids must contend with a correct import. If there is a design update, there will need to be a host of calls, emails, slack messages, and another set of file conversions to have the latest update. Before we tell you the solution to this, I would like to make some introductions.My Name is Edwin Robledo; I joined Autodesk 5 years ago as part of the acquisition of CadSoft Computer, which was the company that made EAGLE software. EAGLE was a significant contributor to the open hardware market since it was the first commercially made application to offer a free version that empowered makers and the do-it-yourself community with the opportunity of making electronic designs. We are lucky today to be joined by Kristen Kilroy, our product marketing manager for injection molding. Kristen, can you please tell us about you and begin our class?[KRISTEN]Thanks, Ed! Hi everyone! Hi, my name is Kristen. I joined Autodesk 9 years ago as a technical support specialist and am now working with the product team as the product marketing manager for simulation products. My background is in plastics engineering, so when it comes to product design, I am closely tied to the assembly and manufacturability part of it. I am thrilled to be here today![NEXT SLIDE]
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Safe Harbor Statement

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[KRISTEN]As with other sessions you may attend this week, we need to share this safe harbor slide to just give you a heads up that some of the technology and information being shared in this class is still in its development stage, and therefore must not be relied on for making business decisions nor be taken as a promise of future availability of the technology. The two items we’ll talk about are the electronics cooling, still in the technical preview stage, and some of the electronic design components. I’ll pause here for another moment for you to read on your own, and if you have any questions, please do follow up with either Ed or myself after this class…. Great, now let’s get started! [NEXT SLIDE]
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Factory Experience Exhibit

 AU Attendees’ Impact:
o See Autodesk’s products work

o Experience an accelerated product design and 
manufacturing sequence 

o Get to take home a neat, functioning part they built

 Autodesk Employee Impact:
o Use our product for the whole workflow 

o Understand the product development/manufacturing 
cycle in the eyes of our customers

o Identify potential roadblocks and solutions

Autodesk University

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[KRISTEN]Over the past several years at Autodesk University, of our teams hosts an area called the Factory Experience. For those unfamiliar with it, this is an interactive exhibit where we walk attendees through the creation of a product, sort of like a mini product development cycle. The reason we do this is not just for the attendees’ benefits, but it’s also extremely helpful for us Autodesk employees – as it helps us to really understand what each of you go through each and every day in order to create a successful product. Most of us within the product teams have at least some industry experience and work with customers but this is a nice refresher for us, and we get to see and hear your feedback while interacting at the exhibit.  Now, during the Factory Experience exhibit, we consolidate a lot of the “dirty” bits as you may say, such as design iterations, budget, time crunches, and new to us personally this year – supply chain issues, but the team who executes that exhibit does experience the ups and downs that come with getting a product ready for manufacturing.   So, you may be wondering why I am bringing this up. [NEXT SLIDE]



2021 Virtual Session 
Autodesk University

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[KRISTEN]There are so many products being developed at such a short time to market that there is now almost a need to plan for alternate materials/components. With that, when it comes to a product with integrated electronic components – which is almost everything these days – collaboration through a single model is key.  Ed and I, along with another coworker, Garin, presented a class on electrical product design during last year’s virtual Autodesk University, where we spoke about the importance of collaboration and even more important – ACCESS to data during the product development process. This year, Ed and I wanted to present a similar session to reiterate how Fusion 360 is progressing more and more into a powerful data-driven tool for product development. [NEXT SLIDE]



Factory Experience Exhibit

 2022 Exhibit: 
o Digital Badge

• Displays attendee’s name
• Manually connect to another badge to play a game

o “Agile” Product Development
• Worked in sprints to finalize the design
• Able to accommodate quick design changes based on supply 

shortages or functionality requirements

Autodesk University

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[KRISTEN]Since I kicked off with a little bit about the Factory Experience, we wanted to use this same model to share how Fusion 360 is helping project engineers and electrical engineers work together for quicker collaboration to prepare them for last-minute challenges such as component shortages or material changes.  The team used an agile product development cycle. They worked with two-week sprints approaching one main goal for each sprint. Through this process, they were able to finalize various aspects as they stepped through the sprints. This allowed them to plan for components that may take longer lead times, such as PCB components and plastic materials.   Here’s the digital conference badge you may see floating around the halls this week. The goal as it was designed was to have a digital name display and then an interactive component. The housing around these are to be designed so that another badge can fit in without risking human error (only fits in one way). As you can see here, the screen is a must, along with connected buttons for the interactive part. As the part developed, it was understood that it would have a plastic housing with the screen powered by a PCB. As the project engineer, I’d take in these requirements and start designing something that meets those needs. [NEXT SLIDE]



Fusion 360
Demo

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[KRISTEN]With that model, Ed and I wanted to dig into the workflow that this team identified helped them with collaborating and working side by side with team members using Fusion 360. I’ll get things started by doing a brief overview of some helpful capabilities within the CAD environment for plastic consumer electronic product design. [NEXT SLIDE]



[Video embedded – Showing Fusion 360 
plastic design tools]

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[KRISTEN]Now when looking over the features within Fusion 360 that help us to create this, there are traditional modeling tools expected from any CAD software, along with some more selective tools. Taking a quick look at the product design extension’s plastic design tools, we can find things to help fast-track the creation of plastic housings such as boss/rib creation, draft, and snap fits. Here I am just doing a brief demonstration of the boss feature, but I’m not going to go in-depth on these today, as we covered these within our 2021 AU session, but you can notice the advantage of the easy-add features, especially as you get more complex with your product designs.  So let’s go ahead and say I went through and designed an almost finalized version of the housing. We have this, here, as the “good to move forward with” parts. The next step in a normal development cycle would be to pass this along to the electrical engineer for them to design the PCB based on the geometry that I’ve created.  [NEXT SLIDE]



[Video embedded – Showing Fusion 360 PCB 
boundary creation]

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[KRISTEN]We want to position the electrical engineer for success by setting up an outline of the boundaries so they can know the extent of where they can work. The PCB will sit on the bosses we have on the bottom housing, so we can use these as the plane for drawing the sketch. Next, projecting the features that impact the geometry of the board will help us form the outline while being tied to the design. After some cleaning up (connecting lines and removing extra outlines), we have the outline created. Next, we need to create the PCB so Ed can start working his magic! Select Create, then Create PCB. You can see there are two options to choose. Today, we’ll just select the Independent one, but you can explore the Associative one as an alternate option. Select the sketch that we had just created, followed by specifying which origin and X axis can be referenced, then walla! Now I’ll pass it over to Ed to begin generating the necessary electronics to make this product smart.  [NEXT SLIDE]



Electronic Schematic Diagram
Autodesk University
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Presentation Notes
[Ed] Thank you, Kristen, that was great. As Kristen mentioned, we are working with the badge used for the factory experience. Using the unified platform offered by Fusion 360, I can adapt the sketch profile she created, which will be used for my PCB outline. Before I go there, let me tell you a little about the electronics behind the badge itself. The badge you will be building in the factory is inspired by the Open Hardware project called the Py-badge by a leading maker company called Adafruit. If you tinkered with electronics, I’m sure you have heard of them. We made many modifications to the original design to get to what we have now. The processing power of the badge is the RP2040 Microcontroller. Its 30 GPIO pins provide enough ports to control all the connector and TFT (thin film transistor) liquid crystal displays. The Raspberry PI MCU signature is its high performance, ease of use, and low cost.The battery charger is based on the Microchip MCP73831 controller. This controller is ideal for our project since it has a low profile and is commonly used for portable projects that are ideal for our badge.Notice that the schematic is subdivided into multiple groups based on their functionality: connectors, Audio, Programming, MCU, display, and others. Traditionally the electronic engineer would be using a separate application to be able to generate the electronics for our device and import the outline for the PCB using error-prone file conversion. With Fusion 360, the design uses the same platform Kristen demonstrated a few moments ago to access the electronic design capabilities of Fusion 360. Let’s get started 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[ED]�Electronic Document and Begin SchematicThe electronic document will keep track that the PCB and Schematic keep consistent, meaning that changes in the schematic will update the board while the schematic adopts some modification to the PCB, such as signal or components name. The first thing you need to do is to begin adding parts to our schematic. The Place Panel will have a list of the currently used libraries. Some components will have footprint variants. You can expand them and notice their Footprint and associated 3D model. After selecting one of the components, see that you can preview the symbol, Footprint, and 3D Model at the bottom of the panel dialog. This makes it easy to find the needed parts and get visual confirmation. The initial list of the library is not the only one that comes with Fusion 360, there are thousands more components available from the library manager. From the library manager, you can browse the library repository. Thousands of Libraries  are contributed by our partners, such as Panasonic, Wurth Electronics, TE connectivity, and many others. They manage their repository, so they keep them up to date with their latest component releases.  This year we also partnered with Snap EDA (NEXT) and Ultra Librarian (NEXT) to create Fusion 360 add-ons, so you can now have access to millions of parts they have available. Not always will you find the part you need for your design, so there is a slight chance you will need to create your components. [NEXT Slide]Library Editor



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
 [ED]Library EditorThe Fusion 360 component library editor, has been considered the best in the industry because of it ease of use and the IPC-compliant package calculator. In the Fusion 360 library editor, you have parts made in moments by using the IPC-compliant templates available in the Library editor. From the file pull-down menu, we can access the library editor.  For our example, we are going to create an LED.  The interface provides access to creating Devices, symbols, footprints, and packages.After invoking a symbol, instead of creating a new one, I’m going to access an LED from one of the available libraries.  The symbol is the logical symbol of the footprint. This is what will appear in the schematic.With the Symbol created, the next step is to generate a footprint. The footprint is the asset that will have the actual dimension of the component used to solder the part to the PCB. The footprint editor offers a few automated option to create the footprint.  The Array option are available for Surface mount or Platted hole components. Very convenient when making parts with a large count of Pads.  For our example, I’m going to be using the package editor. The package editor has a calculator that includes all IPC compliant templates.  After selecting the required template, input the mechanical details of the component from the manufacturing specification sheet. If you wish to override the IPC values, you can select the footprint tab and customize your pad size. This is rather convenient in case you plan to hand solder and need a larger landing area on the PCB. Component manufacturers always provide a size tolerances.  The 3D model generated has all the material properties of the component making the ecooling results as accurate as possible. �It is possible to map 3D models such as STEP files to your footprints from other sources. In the package editor, instead of using the one of the templates, simply insert the 3D model you have available.  �With the footprint and symbol made we can move on to the completing the device.  In the device editor, we are going to select the symbol and the footprint you wish to associate and assign each pin to the appropriate pad on the footprint. �



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[ED]�Let us now begin working on adding parts to our schematic. From the Place panel I will begin by selecting a frame from are available repositor.  The cross hairs on the page indicate the origin of the page. We strongly recommend always working on the positive quadrant of the schematic workspace. Next, we will access the components we want to use for our design. To define the connection on the schematic, you will use the NET command. With all the components placed and connected, let’s review our bill of material. From the Automate Tab we can access the ULP option.  Selecting the BOM ULP will list your components individually or by group them by values. The component attributes will appear as column titles. The Bill of material can be exported in ASCII format.  With schematic completed, we are now able to generate our circuit board.  Notice that the default board outline and all the components appear on the left side of the outline.  The lines connecting the parts are commonly referred as signals.  Before we begin populating the board we need to access to correct outline Kristen has defined from the enclosure.[NEXT]
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[ED] (DRC)�Slide 14Please notice the difference in the background to quickly identify between the workspace and the PCB outline as the similar workspace that Kristen used earlier for the enclosure and used in the schematic editor. Fusion 360 is all about having a consistent workspace interface.�Before I begin populating the PCB, we must set up our manufacturing rules and adopt the correct outline. DRC rules in Fusion 360 electronic workspace will remain live during your design time. They are providing you with alerts as soon as the offense occurs.DRC allows me to set up my layer stack, now, we currently support up to 16 routing layers. Fusion 360 supports Buried, Blind and micro vias. To set via depth is straightforward as you can see. The layer stackup also includes the capability of assigning the composition details for your layers.  What copper height will you be using, the dielectric material you will be using for you prepreg and your core and much more. The available values can be edited. Make sure you check with your board house before making these changes.  When exporting your manufacturing files, these details will be included. We will get to that a bit later. Let’s continue with DRC to set up preferred trace clearances, acceptable minimum width and how far copper should be from the board edge, and much more. Our simplified interface make is very easy to set it up; many manufacturers offer the DRC file in Fusion 360 format. Again, I strongly recommend you visit your manufacturer for these files. This will allow you to work using their preferences which translates to fewer manufacturing errors and getting your board back quicker.You can save the DRC preference to a local file and share it with the rest of your team; this will ensure everyone uses the preferred manufacturing parameters.To avoid any confusion when selecting parts, I set the selection filter to devices. This will make sure you do not select unwanted assets, in this case, avoiding signals or part attributes such as name and value.I like having the outline of the parts, AKA the component silkscreen, above others since you get a better idea of the component outline.(Next Slide)With the DRC setup we are ready to adopt the outline.��[NEXT Slide]Import outline
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[ED]�Adopt Outline Component PlacementThe days of file converting files between the mechanical and electronic engineers are gone, and you will see why in a few moments.Remember earlier that Kristen generated a 3D model of the outline, which I will need for my PCB. I will now link it with my PCB, replacing the default outline with the correct one. The need to find a compatible file between disciplines is GONE. Yes, it is that easy, but it gets better.Not only did it provide me with the outline, but it also included the holes for the screws where the PCB will be resting on. There is no chance of error here since file conversions are no longer required. I set the selection filter to devices to avoid confusion when selecting parts. This will make sure you do not choose unwanted assets, in this case, avoiding signals or component attributes such as name and value.I like having the outline of the parts, AKA the component silkscreen, above others since you get a better idea of the component size during placement.Please notice that the part jumps across as I get close to the PCB outline. This is because of our violator mode; before I tell you about it, I want to remind you that under our DRC, we set up how far from copper our outline should remain.Let me tell you about the innovative and unique features of Fusion 360 electronics, called the Violator modes.At the moment, I am using the mode called Walk Around Obstacles. This feature will ensure the setup DRC preferences are being respected, forcing that skip motion you notice on the PCB outline. Switching to a fully manual option will allow violations, but it will continue to alert about the violation by generating hatched shapes around the offending area. After selecting generating the 3D model, you will be prompted for the amount of detail you want and components that do not need an assigned 3D model.After a few moments of selecting to create a 3D model from the PCB, you will see the 3DPCB workspace with your 3d model in the center. The functional 3D model uses extruded bodies with correctly assigned materials to provide accurate cooling simulation studies. With the components laid out and the 3D model generated, Kristen will let me know how bad I did with my component placement. (next slide Kristen)��



[Video embedded – Showing import 3d PCB 
into assembly]

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[KRISTEN]Thanks, Ed! So with the PCB design that Ed has created so far, I, as the project engineer, am able to import this into the assembly. I can simply insert the PCB Ed created into the assembly file, making sure it’s aligned. Because we pulled the sketch for the boundary from the assembly, it has imported in the correct position, but you can adjust if needed. Once imported, I see that there are a couple of concerns with his initial placement of the connectors Ed placed. Notice how the two on the right and the one on the front don’t align with the holes I created for my plastic housing. [NEXT SLIDE]



[Video embedded – Showing edit in place to 
modify connector and button locations]

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[KRISTEN]The first thing we need to do to correct this is use the “edit in place” feature. Given how we have the badge’s exterior housing configurated to reduce human error when connecting to another badge, we can simply shift the locations of the 3D PCB components to fit correctly without changing the housing geometry.Right click, select move, and then easily move these into position. When you confirm the change, the component will not update until we exit the edit in place. We’ll repeat for the other two connectors before doing so. Now with the features in the correct spot, we can push these changes directly to the PCB design using the “Push to 2D PCB” button when we right click. Fusion 360 will open the electronic workspace, but since Ed will be the one to route the electrical connections to finalize the design, I’ll just save the file and close it. Ed will see that orange banner notifying him of the updates when he’s in there next. Back in the assembly file, we can end the edit in place, and verify the changes we made look good. [NEXT SLIDE]
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[ED]�Now that Kristen fixed all my component placement errors, I will show you how to adopt these changes.The alert in the 3D model of the PCB means that Kristen, our mechanical engineer, has made changes to the design and I should update to the latest version.  Thank you, Kristen, I really thought I had nailed it from the get-go. Notice as the 3D model moves; once I synchronize the 2D model, the pads will update as well.  With the design updated, we will now begin routing the board. Other applications usually route the board and then export a compatible format file to their ME to make sure everything aligns.  If it doesn’t, the mechanical engineer will need to provide the EE some documentation referring to the design update. This broken process is so prone to errors and delays. With Fusion 360 we can adapt to changes in moments, optimizing your design time. Next SlideLet’s learn about our routing options�
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[ED]ROUTINGWith all the components laid out, let’s get ready to route our signal.I will begin by routing my differential pairs which are used on the USB connector. Notice they highlight. Group Route allows you to routed a selected group of signal. Very convenient for those instances you have some sort of bus configuration on the PCB. Notice how the Walk Around will force traces to go around obstacles. At the moment, I have the Walk Around Violator enabled, this will make sure that as I route it will respect the DRC preferences.With Quick Route, we can select a signal name or an airwire to have it automatically routed for us. I like using this option for those instances components are fairly close to each other.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[ED]Creating filled areas on the board are rather important since they contribute to the functionality the board.  They can be used as shields or to guarantee all connection are reaching their destination at the same time.  There are many more uses for polygon, with Fusion 360, you can easiy use the PCB outline to define your polygon pours. I’m using the selection filter to only select the pcb outline which I will use as my template for my polygons.  Once the polygon is defined, we will name accordingly.[NEXT Slide]Export Ansys, Gerber and ODB++
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[ED]�Export Ansys, Gerber, ODB++Fusion 360 can export directly to ANSYS simulation electronic suite.  If you have ANSYS currently installed, it will launch the application.We also have the Gerber Export utility; this will automatically load a template based on your layer stackup and generate your manufacturing files in Gerber format. It will also include your Pick and Place and Bill Of Material From this same tab you have the option to export the most common format for PCB manufacturing, called ODB++. This format will include the layer properties being used in your DRC layer stackup. Many board house prefer this format because it is compatible with many simulation applications.�
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[ED]�CAM PROCESSORThe CAM processor is commonly preferred because it can be customized.  Noticed that it also loads a template based on your PCB layer stackup.  For our example it loaded 2 layer stackup.�With the section selected you can modify what layers will be used for that section.  I like using it to have some manufacturing details I want to show up on the silk screen. I Usually place  these details on the document layers.The previewer allows you to verify that the correct layers are selected.Notice that there are 2 sections, one for Gerber file and another for ODB++.  The cam processor give you the option to modify the type of output you need to accommodate your manufacturer.The exported manufacturing files will include the bill of material and pick and place files. 
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[ED]�Manufacturing DrawingsFrom the 3D model of your design, you can access the drawing capabilities of Fusion 360.  I will be using a template I can easily adapt to all my designs.  The insert the drill details I accessed from the manufacturing previewer.I will add a few dimensions that the board house will be using as a reference to verify the board size and hole locations.  



[Video embedded – Showing ecooling
simulation validation]

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[KRISTEN]Ok, so while Ed was working on those manufacturing designs, I can do final verifications of the design through simulation. Within the simulation extension for Fusion 360, there is a technical preview for ecooling simulation. This is specific for electronics and allows you to dig into potential thermal problems associated with your PCB layout and part design combination. Since he’s a little tied up, I’ll setup and run the eCooling simulation. Now I am showing you how to assign internal heat loads, and in this case, there are just a few on this board. I’ve set each of these to 0.1W, from Ed’s recommendation.  Next, we’ll turn all of the assembly components back on, and then do a quick adjustment to the ambient temperature. We’ll increase the ambient temp slightly, as these badges will be worn so close to a person’s body. You are also able to add component failure temps if available using the critical values section, along with any cooling components like forced flow cooling or heat sinks. Last, we’ll run a simulation pre-check to make sure we’ve got everything the simulation needs to run. After that, we can launch it to solve in the background. Now, I’ve ran the simulation so we can take a look at some of the results. Ensuring the ecooling simulation is active, we can select results to switch into the result view. What you’ll likely notice at first is the purple haze around your part. This is the boundary area that the simulation uses to calculate results within. You can ignore it or reduce the viewable temps using the scale to draw it back slightly. If we look at this assembly, we can see a heat spot on the rear side of the part. If I drag the scale coloring down, it emphasizes this section for easier viewing. Let’s see what’s causing that heat spot by hiding everything but the PCB – just right click, and select hide.. Okay, take a look at the yellow spot here. There are quite a few internal heat sources close together. The lack of cooling is causing the heat to not have anywhere to go other than transfer to the surrounding plastic housing, thus the heat spot on the outside of the assembly. We can switch to the cross section view to get a closer look at this. So if you hover over that region, the temp this is showing - 342K is about equivalent to 155F. This may be cause for concern where we might need to work with the electrical engineer to add space between these components or even add some type of heat sink. I’ll share the results with Ed, and let him judge if he needs to redesign. For today’s class, we’ll leave it be, but it’s this kind of insight that can make or break delays in a product design cycle. So let’s switch gears to the manufacturability of some of the plastic parts. [NEXT SLIDE]



[Video embedded – Showing injection 
molding simulation validation]

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[KRISTEN]So while designing this plastic housing, the decision was made to injection mold it, as that’s a cheap and accurate manufacturing method. With Fusion 360 Injection Molding Simulation, I can answer the question of would there be any trouble injection molding the housing of this badge based on my design? With that, I can launch the injection molding simulation. Now, being a project engineer, I may or may not have experience with this particular manufacturing method, thus walking through the setup of this simulation is pretty straightforward. I really just need to select the target body for the simulation – you can only select one part per simulation study, but you can create other studies to look at other assembly parts as needed. Once we do that, I am just going to relocate where the material is filling the part cavity by moving this cone. The material we can see was copied over from the CAD design, but we can go in there just to confirm the material’s characteristics as needed. Closing out of that, I’ll look at the next option within the Setup Summary – aesthetic faces. We’ll designate the large surfaces on the back of the part as show surfaces. This will let the solver know to raise any problematic areas when reviewing results. The injection time can remain automatic, as well as the default processing temperatures, as we’re just looking for a quick insight into how the part cavity will fill. Last, we run a simulation pre-check, then launch the simulation. While the other simulation is calculating, let’s duplicate the study, and run the same setup with a different material so we have a backup just in case the primary material runs into a supply shortage. I want to be tactful with its naming so we can quickly compare the two versions in the results view. Using the search function in the material selection, let’s select one that’s within the same family as the original. Once we select that, do the precheck again, then launch the simulation.  [NEXT SLIDE]



[Video embedded – Showing injection 
molding results]

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[KRISTEN]Hopping into the results, we’ll have three options for reviewing the simulation results. The first screen is the guided results. This is ideal for those who don’t have much if any experience with injection molding. The Fill, Visual Defects, and Warpage options share insights into possible undesirable characteristics of molding your part. It’s important within this result view to not jump to immediate alarms. For example, we can see there are yellow cautions and red alerts for each of these. If you click into those results, you can see the extent of the warning with additional information of the issue. There are also some next steps listed to help with minimizing the impact processing settings and part geometry have on part quality. Next, we can switch to the detailed result view. This gives us a more comprehensive look at some injection molding insights expected with simulations for it. We can switch to the fill time, for example, and animate how the material is entering and filling the mold cavity. This is helpful when you have geometric features that may have thin walls or sections where the material may have a harder time filling. Since our part is pretty simple, we can zoom in on the boss, where the material forms a small weld line.  We can use the compare tool to put the fill time result side by side with the injection pressure result, which are often looked at together in regions difficult to fill. The fill confidence result we saw in the guided results showed that the to corners of the part on the right side have a potential for defects, so looking at that area here, we can notice the pressure is getting pretty low as it nears the end of fill. This could just be a matter of changing that injection cone we set at the opposite end of the part. If you remember, we launched two simulations on two different materials. Let’s stay in this compare screen, and switch the right side to the alternate material. We can use this side-by-side view along with the surface probes to see what, if any, differences the material change may have. From gazing through these, it looks like it’s a great candidate, as there are minimal differences between the two materials. Now, let’s switch into the third result view – the Molding process. This provides a high level look at the entire molding process. Notice the same callouts from the Guided results are shown here, along with a summary of the machine setup and a preview of the part fill. You can hand these prelim numbers to your process setup engineer to get a headstart on an optimized process. We can also get a more detailed look at the number results at each timestep by switching to the table. [NEXT SLIDE]
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Fusion 360 
Functionality Preview

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So, I’ve got the pleasure to introduce a surprise guest with us here today. If you sat through the Keynote yesterday (and the one happening right now), a partnership was announced with the simulation company, Ansys. Juliano Mologni, a product manager for Ansys, would like to share some more details about this partnership, specifically a new extension that will be appearing for Fusion 360 for electronic signal integrity. Juliano? 
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Autodesk University Digital Badge
Final Product



 Collaboration for easy passing of component 
files between mechanical/design engineer and 
electronic engineer
o Design unification
o No file conversions are necessary

 3D PCB board creation tied to part geometry

 Expansive part library includes partner 
contributions

 Dynamic manufacturability error checking and 
automated path creation

Electronic Design with Fusion 360
Key Takeaways



 Quick to learn CAD tool

 Seamless integration and design updates with key 
stakeholders

 The simulate as-you-design advantage
o Design Comparison

• Iterate designs and compare simulation results side by side

o Manufacturability
• Injection molding simulation

o Performance
• Event simulation
• Linear static (no cost)
• Non-linear static

Product Design with Fusion 360
Key Takeaways
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